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Abstract. The efforts for digitalization and automation of manufacturing pro-
cesses led to a neglected increase in manual administrative work tasks. Glob-
alization, diversified supply chains, and the trend towards single-digit lot sizes
add further complexity to administrative tasks and render a manual execution
ineffective. Automation is a vital step for industries to stay competitive, but the
path to it is not trivial. An in-depth analysis, optimization, and reengineering of
old process flows is necessary to achieve the full optimization potential of
automation activities. In this research, we indicate our approach that uses BPMN
to standardize, analyze, and optimize processes from the Line Control depart-
ment at the semiconductor fab of Infineon Technologies Dresden. Several
improvements were proposed and are now at the implementation stage. How-
ever, some results are already visible, which we will discuss in the last section.
The paper is concluded with limitations and an outlook into further research.
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1 Motivation

The efforts for digitalization in production environments have been considerably
increased in the last years. Many manufacturing processes on the shop floor have posed
a vital base for optimization and digitalization that enabled semiconductor manufac-
turers to produce complex products at low costs efficiently. These efforts have led to an
increase in administrative back-office activities, which are often repetitive, time-
consuming, and non-value adding (Strykowski and Wojciechowski 2012). Adminis-
trative processes have not been examined with the same amount of care and accuracy
as production processes. This discrepancy is the result of a more sophisticated mea-
suring process since the output of business processes is more complicated than man-
ufacturing processes and cannot easily be measured by quality and quantity. Scientific
methods like Lean Administration are utilized to automate business processes to reduce
administrative efforts (Brenner 2018). However, the frequently used scientific methods
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have not been customized to cope with the emerging trend of IoT and Big Data
(Janiesch et al. 2017). In this context, an approach to identify and automate repetitive,
administrative activities in order to shift the working efforts of the employees towards
more innovative tasks would be expedient. Smart collaboration & knowledge man-
agement is a further area of interest.

The activities leading to this contribution are divided into two parts that are aligned
and favor each other. On the one hand, we deal with the automation of administrative,
manual, and repetitive activities, which we have identified and analyzed in the first
place. On the other hand, we are developing a new scientific approach that enables the
precise identification, analysis, and optimization of these activities, which can then be
automated in a targeted manner. Globalization and diversified supply chains, as well as
the trend towards single-digit lot sizes, have increased uncertainty in manufacturing
environments and triggered volatile order quantities, especially for semiconductor fabs.
Studies predict a further increase in order quantities with small lot sizes, which adds
further complexity to the planning processes in semiconductor manufacturing (Mönch
et al. 2017). As the usual administrative activities are still performed manually to a
certain extent, a change to smaller but accumulating incoming orders is taking full
effect at the administrative level. This observation was confirmed in our case study and
added further impetus to the iDev40 project and our contribution. In this research, we
indicate our approach to handling the increase in administrative activities that uses the
Business Process Management and Notation (BPMN) to standardize, analyze and
optimize processes from the Line Control department at Infineon Technologies Dres-
den. Robotic Process Automation (RPA) as a comparatively new method is also part of
our approach as RPA can be utilized to automate simple, rule-based tasks without
changing the underlying software architecture (Van der Aalst et al. 2018). Several
improvements have been proposed and are now at the implementation stage. The
results that are already visible will be presented and discussed in this contribution,
which is concluded with limitations and an outlook into further research.

2 Description

Process management and optimization in business environments are mostly referred to
as Business Process Management (BPM). BPM is a systematic approach to capture,
design, execute, document, measure, monitor, and control non-automated as well as
automated processes. The goal of this approach is always to sustainably achieve the
goals that are aligned with the underlying enterprise strategy. BPM aims at identifying
and eliminating non-value adding activities as well as the improvement of the process
flow. This reduces costs and increases quality (Haddad et al. 2016; Houy et al. 2011).
Different life cycle models of BPM have been developed in the literature; we focus on
the one by Dumas et al. (2013) which is shown in Fig. 1.

At first, relevant processes are identified and precisely defined. The actual as-is
process is then documented and modeled, taking into account the perception and expert
knowledge of the concerned employees. The next step, process analysis, then identifies
and quantifies issues associated with the as-is process to reveal optimization potential.
The processes are redesigned into to-be models and subsequently implemented
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(organizational change management and process automation). Continuous monitoring,
analysis, and restarts, if appropriate, complete the BPM life cycle (De Weerdt et al.
2013; Dumas et al. 2013).

Several BPM standards have emerged, the interested reader is referred to Alotaibi
and Liu (2017) and Ko et al. (2009) for detailed reviews. We used the renowned
Business Process Model and Notation (BPMN), which offers a precise graphical pre-
sentation and also provides process execution methods. As one of the semiconductor
industry partners in the iDev40 project, Infineon Technologies Dresden has been
investigated for areas with potential for improvement regarding administrative, manual
and repetitive processes. In particular, one of the central departments of production
planning and control internally deals with the automation of existing administrative
processes. This department was thoroughly examined, and many processes that could
be automated were identified. The first process that is addressed is the allocation
procedure of semi-finished products held in the Die Bank area of the semiconductor fab
with specific and newly incoming customer orders, see Fig. 2 (based on Guhlich et al.
2015).

The primary step of wafer fabrication in the semiconductor production process is
usually executed based on forecasts of customer orders rather than actual customer
orders to be able to fulfill demands quickly. After the wafer test and sorting, the
fabricated wafer lots are stored in the Die Bank inventory, which functions as the
customer order decoupling point in most industry settings, this also applies to our case
study. At this point, available lots are allocated to fixed customer orders for the
upcoming weeks, a process called lot to order matching. The production mode there-
fore changes from make to stock setting to make to order setting after the lots are
allocated to the customer orders. After lot to order matching, the lots are sent to the
backend facility for assembly and test operations and subsequently stored in a finished
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Fig. 1. Lifecycle model of BPM (based on Dumas et al. 2013)
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goods inventory, usually at a distribution center. From the regional distribution centers,
the products are distributed to the customer sites.

3 Results

The as-is process was analyzed, visualized, and transformed into a business process
model using the Business Process Model and Notation (Camunda 2019; OMG 2013).
In the as-is process in our case study, the internal process consists of the following
steps: The customer demand for the upcoming week is aggregated by the respective
product planners in weekly jour fixes and sent as internal orders in several worksheet
formats to the colleagues from the line control department. The line control employees
then have to apply data extraction and preparation techniques manually. There are
several free text fields and different styles, depending on the responsible employee. The
customer orders are imported into an MS Access pilot software tool, where the status of
the orders is checked. Orders can be new, changed, unchanged, or canceled. The pilot
software tool then returns the available lots for each customer order, which are man-
ually allocated to matching customer orders based on a set of criteria that have shown
good results in the past but are unable to cope with the upcoming complexity and
uncertainty of a growing production site. The start scheduling of fixed customer orders
is executed subsequently, where the overall capacity of the fab is estimated based on
historical data from the last several weeks, and demand is divided by the number of
days available. As the productive planners usually aggregate demands on Thursdays,
the capacity of this day of the week is not fully utilized in most weeks. Therefore, this
missing capacity is overcompensated on other weekdays (see Fig. 3).

Information was gathered in alignment meetings with several stakeholders
regarding the as-is process, perceived shortcomings, and desirable capabilities of the
system to be developed. We discovered that the process included many feedback loops
and repetitive, unnecessary manual tasks. The BPMN as-is model (see Fig. 4 for an
excerpt of the model) has been used in internal feedback rounds to optimize the process
on hand and has been verified by internal operators. In the context of the digitalization
of business processes, process analysis is indispensable for successful use, because it

Fig. 2. Semiconductor production process (based on Guhlich et al. 2015)
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helps to uncover weaknesses and derives further improvement potential, thus paving
the way for process automation. Additionally, process optimization is vital for any
process that is targeted for automation, as a lack of optimization will complicate
digitalization and automation. Optimized processes lead to higher profitability, which
then could be further increased by digitalization.

Further interviews were arranged to consider the perspective of all process stake-
holders. We have also defined appropriate objectives (e.g., capacity utilization, process
efficiency) that can be verified before, during, and after automation. The target pro-
cedure for the whole Die Bank Sectioning process is currently in development and will
take into account the needs of all process stakeholders and, perspectively, other part-
ners in the supply chain. The roles and responsibilities of all partners within the core
process have been defined and can be improved. In areas where full automation is not
sufficient, we consider RPA as an alternative solution to perform activities ‘bottom-up’

Fig. 3. Wafer starts from the Die bank sorted by weekdays (exemplary representation)

Fig. 4. Excerpt of the BPMN model of the as-is process using the Camunda Modeler (Camunda
2019)
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using existing software tools. An approach to combine RPA and BPM would be helpful
in this context, as our recent research has shown. This is also on our agenda for the
coming months.

In order to optimize the allocation procedure, we are currently developing a rule-
based scheduling system. The system works in real-time (utilizing the existing Real-
Time Dispatcher repository in the fab) and assigns lots to customer orders based on a
set of weighted criteria that is dynamically adjustable to the needs of the supply chain
companies. After allocation, the lot starts are scheduled and equally distributed over the
weekly time axis. In future research, we aim to include an operational capacity check in
the optimization procedure that takes into account the actual uptimes and downtimes of
resources.

To consider the scientific state-of-the-art in our system, a literature search was
performed for existing literature concerning lot to order matching in semiconductor
manufacturing, which returned a small set of articles (Boushell et al. 2008; Carlyle
et al. 2001; Fowler et al. 2000; Kim et al. 2008; Knutson et al. 1999; Ng et al. 2010;
Sun et al. 2011). The enforcement of a lot integrity policy seems to be the de-facto
standard in industrial practice. Each production lot can only be allocated to a single
customer order and lot splitting is not allowed (e.g., Ng et al. 2010). This differs from
the industrial setting observed in our study, where the order of small wafer numbers is
becoming increasingly popular. Therefore, we decided to incorporate the splitting
procedure into the system and also to include the capacity constraints at the sorter
resources in our considerations. The lot to order matching algorithm will ideally
include a multi-objective optimization and will be designed to be flexible enough to
respond adequately to various future requirements.

4 Discussion and Implications

The increasing complexity and the small order sizes in modern times have led to a shift
of work from production to administration. Several tasks are still executed manually
and are error-prone and suboptimal. Automation is essential for the industry to remain
competitive, but the road to it is not always clear. In order to achieve the full opti-
mization potential of automation activities, an in-depth analysis, optimization, and
reengineering of process flows are essential. In this research, we used BPMN to analyze
and optimize the lot to order matching process in the Line Control department of our
case partner. Several improvements were proposed and are now at the implementation
stage. Although the literature has presented a small set of contributions on the topic of
lot to order matching in semiconductor companies, the study of a large semiconductor
company has shown that the transfer between science and business is unsatisfying in
this context. The process is executed by utilizing the employee’s implicit knowledge
rather than any sophisticated algorithm.

This study aims at enabling an efficient and time-saving process handling that is
adjustable to the needs of the companies involved. Problems might arise as several
internal and external partners need to agree on a specific and complicated process
definition. The scope of the model might be too broad in some subareas leading to
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time-consuming feedback loops that could limit the achievable outcome. Furthermore,
many partners need to be aligned to avoid local optimization and accomplish an overall
optimized process.

In future research, we are dealing with the implementation of the developed pro-
cedure, test phases, and the productive roll-out. The focus will be on handling
development lots to streamline this process and work towards a setup-optimized
delivery procedure to optimize a larger share of the process. We also aim at developing
a general approach to identify and systematically automate repetitive processes
securely. The acquired knowledge from this process automation can be used for this
scientific approach.
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